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irk"iome; requiring a severe exertion of the body 
and furnishing no employment to the mind. Con
victs do not perceive the pl'ogress of the labor; of 
course, no interest :is excited; the attention is not 
arrested; there is no mental occupation or engage
ment, which can at all alleviate the tedium and 
dullness of the task." (Osborn, 1925 :419) 

In 1825, the legislative committee found that 
the buildings were not related to one another, 
that they were insecure, that there was not land 
enough to accommodate the prisoners, that no 
classification was possible, and that the cells were 
schools of crime. 

Annual cost to the state since 1819 had been 
nearly $7,600 a year and for the 7 years preced
ing, more than $9~000 per year. This annual deficit 
was the major reason for closing New-Gate. The 
su~·cess of Auburn prison and the agitation for 
more humane policies towards prisoners had in
creased dissatisfaction with New-Gate among 
some liberal thinkers. The possibility of making 
a new prison both helpful and self-supporting led 
the state to abandon '(:;he old. This was done in 
October, 1827, and the buildings and some five 

acres of land wel'e sold in 1830 for $1,200. 
(Osborn, 125 :420) 

New-Gate was used as a prison for 54 years 
until September 28, 1827, confining people of all 
ages, from boyhood to extreme old age, girls, 
women, political prisoners, and people of all walks 
of life. (Mills, 1943 :?43) 

Between 1790 and 1826 the state had poured 
over $200,000 into its· support and upkeep. All 
the prisoners were transferred to the Wethersfield 
Prieon in 1827. The principal reason for the 
transfel' of the New-Gate prisoners was the ex
pense of maintaining the old underground for
tress. After the prison was evacuated, the prison 
building and the land were sold to persons in
terested in the mining operations, 
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The Probation Officer as Therapist 
Examination of Three Major Problem Areas 

By SHELLE G. DIETRICH, PSY.D. 
Staff Psychologist, Fedeml Correctional Institution, OXf01'd, Wisconsin* 

·T HE PROBATION OFFICER'S job is not easy. It 
involves many requirements and the officer 
frequently feels overworked and underappre

dated. One facet of the work is to make certain 
that the court's requirements for the probationary 
period are followed by the probationer. In order 
to do this, the officer must commumcate with and 
monitor the probationer and his activities. Glaser 
reports that officers enjoy this interpersonal inter
action and would like to spend more time in the 

• The opinions eXPl'essed in t.his article are those of the author and 
not official statements of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
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supervisory-helping role.1 The literature reflects 
this interest. Many articles concern interpersonal 
topics: how to best relate to the probationer,2 how 
to deal with interpersonal interactions,S and how 
to best support the probationer's chances for car:: 
rying out probationary requirements. 4 However, 
there has been a gradual trend towards even 
greater expectations from the officer than that of 
being an overseer during a designated time period. 
The literature suggests that the probation officer 
is now expected to be a change agent. Not only 
must he oversee the probationer's compliance with 
legal requirements but he now is responsible for 
changing the probationer's behavior and even the 
probationer's motivations. 

Examples of such advice in the literature are 
numerous. Authorii' advise probation officers that 
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they "are supposed to correct and rehabilitate."5 
Stratton sees the purpose of the counseling rela
tionship or supervisory function as a rehabilita
tive process.o Linden states that in a supervisory 
functiGn, lithe probation officer must concern him
self with changing the offender's behavior," and 
with helping the probationer "discover his own 
[the probationer's] unique way to moral action."7 
In six pages, Veraa attempts to educate the proba
tion officer in a short course on "how to treat the 
exhibitionist" and even goes as far as to include 
treatment directives for the person's parents or 
wife,s The supervisory role of the probation of
flcer has expanded to include functions of psycho
therapist, marriage counselor, family therapist, 
rehabilitator, and guide for the probationer's dis
coveryof "moral action." 

The preseut article discusses three major prob
lem areas involved in widening the expectations of 
the officer's supervisory function to include clin·· 
lcal or therapeutic interventions. These problem 
areas ar«~ also applicable to parole agents, prede
linquent agency employees and other workers in
volved in a supervisory role, especially in the field 
of criminology. For brevity, however, the discus
sion will remain in the context of the job require
ments of' the probation officer without continual 
reference to the other areas of applicabHity. r.rhe 
problem areas to be discussed involve (1) the of
ficers professional qualifications to serve as a 
change agent or therapist, (2) the simplistic, 
short-term advice offered to probation officers 
with examination of potential harmful effects 
resulting from incompetent practice, and (3) in
herent conflicts between the primary job require
ments ,of probation officers and a truly therapeutic 
role. A reconceptualization of probation officer re
sponsibilities is proposed with an example from 
the literature illustrating appropriate officer 
functioning. 

Probation Officer Qualifications 
as Change Agents 

Usu'ally, the probation officer is a person who 
has obtained a bachelor's degree from a college or 
university and has majored in an area that re-

5 Claude T. Mangrum, op, cit. 
a John Stratton. "Correctional Workers: Counseling Con Men?" FED

ERAL PROBATION, Vol. 37. 1973 • 
. • Jack Linden, "The Future of Federal Probation: A Field Officer's 

View." FEDERAL PROBATION. Vol. 37. 1973. 
B Arnold Veraa, uProbation Offic~r Tr~at:m€:,iiL fOr ·Exhiuitiulli~kI;" 

FEDERAr, PBOBATION. March. 1976. 
a Stratton. op. cit. 
,a Herbert S. Miller. "Standards Relating to Probation," FEDERAL 

PROBATION. Vol. 34, 1970. 
u Stratton. op. cit. 

qUi1'0S no training in a particular field relevant 
for probationary work (e.g., I'majors could range 
from Home Economics to Aecounting").o The 
ABA recommends supplementing this training 
with a year of graduate work in a related field, a 
year of full-time casework or group work experi
ence, or a graduate degree. The ABA also suggests 
it is "desirable that the staff include individuals 
who may lack such professional qualifications but 
have backgrounds similar to those of the proba~ 
tioner themselves."lo These, of course, are general 
directives for probation officer qualifications and 
many individual cases could certainly be cited 
which differ from the above directives. However, 
the impOl·tant issue is that the probation officer 
usually has not received extensive specialized 
training £01' the function of change agent; that is, 
the function of being competent to facilitate an
other person's changing his behavior, attitude, 
affect, or personality style. 'fhis lack of specialized 
training is rarely addressed and seems to be fre
quently forgotten. 

The disregard for such tr~ining is openly ex
pressed in current articles which continue to en
courage probation officers to extend themselves 
beyond their trained competence. An example is 
Stratton's statement that, "In a sense, this group 
(probation officers and parole agents) along with 
other social agency workers become, by employ
ment alone, the only unlicensed paid therapist in 
the country."l1 It is an unrealistic expectation of 
probation officers to expect themselves to be com
petent in an area for which they have not received 
adequate training. Of course, training does not 
ensure competency, but the task of achieving pro
fessional competency without training would be 
extremely difficult and success would be improb
able. Rarely do professionals expect themselves to 
be skilled i~ untrained areas. A neurologist would 
not consider performing cariliovascu:lar surgery. 
Likewise, a psychologist would not prescribe psy
chiatric medications. The probation officer needs 
to be very careful not to abuse his very real com
petencies derived from his specific training and 
history of work in the area of criminology by 
overextension of professional skills. 

The probation officer may be quite knowledge
able concerning human interactions, criminolog
ical issues, group behavior, etc., from much ex-
perience and expertise o})tained 11LhisJin.ELof _____ _ 
work -and from :ni"s-patHcula£ '6ackground.Thfs 
practican comrnon sense basis for understanding 
interpersonal interactions is invaluable for the 
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professional exce11ence of the probation officer. 
However, it does not qualify a person. for the 
change agent role, nor does it fully inform a per
son of the complexities of beh.avior or personality 
change. To comprehensively understand the per
sonality dynamics of the probationer, one would 
need both a common sense, intuitive knowledge 
and in-depth spGcialized training. I!! Nagel writes; 
itA well recognized feature of common sense is 
that, though the knowledge claims may be ac
curate, it seldom is aware of the limits in which 
its beUefs are valid or its practices successful."13 
Each profession~l person must be constantly cog-

.. 'nizant of limitations of c()m:petency. The "anybodY-
can do anything" philosophy cheapens the com
plexities of clinical work, demeans the attain
ment of clinical maturity of judgment, and po
tentially hurts the probationer under the guise 

-- ·--·-o-f-l'shabiUtation.-- -------- . 

8iwrt~te!'m: Sim.plistic Advice and 
Potentially Harmful COil sequences 

The first mistake in the literature is to expect 
the probation officer to become a change agent fO:1: 
the probationer when background tr.aining has 
not been sufficient. Even after this error, however, 
additional errors follow. A frequent recommend
ation to the officer is for him to render cognitive 
advice to the probationer who will then change 
his behavior or attitudes in an effort to comply 
with probationary requirements. The pl'oposed ad·· 
vice in the literature is usually humanistically 
oriented and presented in tones of warmth and 
concern fo~ the probationer's welfare. Theprob-. 
lem with the majority of humanistic directives 
found in the criminological1literature is that they 
are simplistie, cognitive, overgeneralized and 
lacking in depth of understanding of the dynamics 
and complexities of personality organization and 
change. 

A recurrent exampie of simplistic, short-term 
advice offered to probation officers is the sugges
tion that an officer should covertly coerce the pro
bationer into change by giving proper humanistic 
interpersonal contact. Mangrum states, '''The most 
effective way to turn the probationer from his 
illegal wayn is to treat him with dignity."14. Many 

J.2 Robert Holt, "Clinical and Statistical Prediction: A Reformu
lation and Some New Data, 56 JOllrnal of Abnormal and Social P81J-
cl1010uy, 1-12, 1968. ...... -
~T" 3.3. E~~~ .. ~,:N:.~get . .T.1,.Il._St":"~!-':'TG---vi Science. New York: Hnrcourt, 
'u<uce' and' World, Inc., 1961. 

" Mangrum, op. cit. 1" Stratton. op. cit. 
1.6 Hellmuth Kaiser, Effectivo Psychotherapy. New York: The Free 

Press, 1965. . 

authors propose being honest, concerned, genuine, 
warm, without being excessively so, while also 
being firm and directive. After much 'listing of 
descriptive generalities, the reader is left with the 
feeling that the advice has evaporated into amor
phous, vague directives which are frequently 
contradictory and difficult to apply to specific 
situations. 

Infrequently, a specific example is offered. Usu
ally, the advice is clinically quite questionable and 
reflects cognitive, simplistic conceptions of human 
relationships. stratton suggests, "If the proba
tioner is willing to honestly express what his 
feelings are, then the worker should also be 
willing to reach into his own experiences and say, 
'I've felt something like that myself,' allowing 
the other person to know him on a human level."15 
Such techniques of soul-baring are not highly re
garded by most mental health professionals and 
have many other possible meanings than the pro
posed message of having been understood. Such 
a suggestion of interaction to facilitate the climate 
of understanding could include the following most 
obvious meanings for the recipient: 

(1) The worker is so self-absorbed that he 
would never be able to understand the probationer 
since he relates everything the probationer says 
back to himself. 

(2) "Look at me, I'm so understanding," which 
usually means "I don't know what is going on; 
otherwise, I would not have to make such an issue 
out of my being able to understand." 

(3) The change of focus from the probationer 
to the officer could easily sidetrack the direction 
the probationer was pursuing with the thought, 
and tu:t:ns the clinical attention to the officer. 

(4) Perhaps the officer actually gives an ex
ample which is not along the exact lines of the 
probationer's thought, thereby confirming the of
ficer's lack of understanding. 

In his book, Effective Psychothempy, Kaiser 
offers the following statement concerning psycho
therapists: "Whenever you feel the need to do 
something, or to refrain from doing something 
for the purpose of showing him [the patient] 
your concern, you can be certain that your concern 
is lacking.1I16 Kaiser continues to explain that if a 
person is genuinely concerned, respectful, empa
thetic of another, there is no need to "prove" it. 
The affect is genuinely there and the listening 
person, if functioning well, will know it. If the 
listening person shows doubt as to the therapist's 
concern, the pair then deals with the doubt. The 
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therapist must first be very certain what his own 
reactions are; the need to "prove" them to the 
client is indicative of additional motivational 
factors at work. 

The frequent advice to probation officers to be 
concerned or empathetic or understanding is a 
directive which is actually impossible to cogni
tively implement anyway. As Guntrip states, "We 
cannot by an effort of will make ourselves feel 
differen1Jly from the ways in which we discover 
that we do feel. We do not choose what we shall 
feel, we simply discover that we are feeling that 
way, even if we have some chojce in what we do 
about its expression."17 Authors in the crimino
logical literature many times advise the probation 
officer to do this impossible affective task. 

An excellent example of such faulty advice can 
be found in Mangrum's article entitled "The Hu
manity of Probation Officers."ls This article is 
especiaHy applicable to the present discussion be
cause Mangrum abuses the very advice he is of
fering to the probation officer. Mangrum repeti
tively emphasizes the need to preserve the dignity 
of the probationer, to treat him with respect and 
to "treat him with dignity, concern, and aware
ness that he, too, is a man."IO However, after 
strongly supporting humanistic regard and orien
tation, Mangrum then proposes a method by 
which the officer acquires such benevolence. He 
states, "Self-discipline and rational control are 
necessary to guard against the problem of selec
tive enfol'cement of probation conditions based on 
one's own biases." His advice, we see, has two 
standards: on the one hand, deal with the proba
tioner with kindness, concern, respect and dig
nity; but on the other, .deal with yourself through 
cognitive coercion, ration!ll control, and strict 
self-discipline. In effect, Mangrum is telling the 
probation officer that it does not really matter how 
one truly fee1s, that one must coerce one's self to 
feel a certain way towards the probationers with 

11 Harry Guntrip, Personality Struoture and Human Interaction. 
New York: Ir.ternational Universities Press, Inc., 1961. 

18 Mangrum. 01J. cit. 
,. The render is left to suppose that either female probationers are 

out of luck in being treated with respect, Or that Mangrum is grossly 
unaware of the female gender. The second assertion is supported by 
his statement to prob&tion officers, "As trite as it may sound, there is 
nothing weak. or unmanly. or unprofessional in feelings of concern, 
compassion, understanding, and warmth so long as these feelings are. 
real and al'e not patronizing or condescending." Additional assertions 
of humanistic warmth are as follows: "Whatever he mny have done 
in violnting the law, he is a man (Mangrum's italics) and has the 
right to retain his dignity." Also: "The results will be most worth
while as he (the probation officer) sees probationers g,'ow as 'men 
(Mangrum's italics)." One wonders how such a humanisti<:, respectful, 
empathetic writer could commit such a glaring error as to omit one 
entire gender. 

~o Verna, op. cit. 
2L Ibid. . 

the prescribed orientation being humanistic, Quite 
a paradox. 

If only the paradox cDuld stop here. Mangrum 
doesn't let up. After prescribing personal affective 
coercion, he continues, "There is a personal and 
professional 'payoff' to treating people with dig
nity, respect, feeling; to relating to them as· 
worthwhi:le and important. They will reciprocate 
the treatment and, thereby, contribute immeasur
ably to one's success as a probation officer." So, 
now the reader gets the whole picture. The hu~ 
manistic regard, acquired through self-discipline 
and coercive cognitive control turns out to be a 
thinly disguised manipUlative technique for pro
fessional success. We are again reminded of 
Kaiser's warning concerning a person's need to 
demonstrate concern for others. 

Not only is the therapeutic advice at times sim
plistic, generalized, and :multilayered with ques
tionable motivations, but even more serious is the 
lack of attention given to potential harmful ef~ 
fects of such therapeutic work. The recent liter
ature reflects a quite casual, "anything goes" ap~ 
proach to psychological issues. An example of 
such a cavalier directive is seen in Veraas' article 
advising officers on methods of treatment of pro~ 
bationers whose offense was exhibitionism. The 
advice includes giving "a general airing and some 
direction perhaps" to the probationer's ideas on 
sexuality, the development of feelings of accom
plishment and self-worth, helping the client work 
through guilt feelings and reducing general pas
sivity.20 Veraa even states, '''If you are confident 
about your counseling skills, you may wish to 
tackle the exhibitionist's basic problem of poor 
masculine identification," and also suggests del
ving into childhood background factors (e.g. 
looking for "a dominating, overassertive or over
protective mother or wife, an excessive attach
ment to the mother or a passive father.) "21 Why 
not go ahead and prescribe medications, prepare 
1egal documents, or write an insurance plan for 
the probationer? This kind of professional intru
sion into areas for which one lacks tl:;lining is 
indeed a serious issue. , 

The particularly disturbing factor is that ·1'e
commendations in the literature for officer treat
ment of various categories of offenders (cate
gories usually divided according to the committed 
offense) are not at all infrequent. Gigeroff, et. aI., 
state that the probationer who was convicted of 
exlLibitionism can be helped by probation officers 
to identify stressful relationships and situations 
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which will be sufficient and further "referal to 
psychiatric intervention is not necessary for the 
majority of cases."!!!! Joseph describes a proba
tion department's treatment of heroin addicts and 
states, "Probation officers also function as metha
done counselors. They assist patients with re
ferrals to jobs, training, education, and financial 
assistance in addition to helping patients resolve 
personal, family, and legal problems."!!3 This il:l 
too much,Certal11lly, with a. minimal amount of 
reconsideration, most probation officers would not 
consider themselves to be competent to serve as 
IlalI-around" advisors. Surely, grandiosity has not 
completely taken over. To encourage the officers 
to assume all these tasks is unrealistic; it demeans 
the very real skills the officers have to offer since 
the overassumption of responsibilities dilutes the 
officer's well based professional contributions, and 
it introduces a very serious legal question of prac
ticing therapeutic interventions without legal 
license. 

And what about the probationer? Certainly his 
position in relation to the probation officer is a 
vulnerable one. Shouldn't the probationer be pro
tected from being the nonvolunteer patient of an 
unlicensed and untrained person, even if the 
person's intentions are the most purely human
istic? The literature on the potential harmful ef
fects of. psychotherapy is voluminous.24 Psycho
logical inc2rvention, the role of the change agent, 
is not simple. The assumption of responsibility for 
being "helpful" in untrained areas should be so
berly reconsidered. 

Inherent Complications in Probation Officers 
Role as Change Agent 

Even if a probation officer were adequately 
trained as a change agent, were licensed by the 
state for such work, and were optimaUy skillful 
in such therapeutic endeavors, the reality of of
ficer-probationer relationship would pos£:: very 
serious problems in the therapeutic enterprise. 
The realistic legal requirements of the officer's job 
prohibits full promise of confidentiality. Fried 
states, "In a very real sense the probation officer 

.. Alex JC Gigeroff, J. W: Mohr, and R. E. Turner, "Sex Offenders 
on Probation: The Exhibitionist," FEDERAL PROBATION, Vol. 32, 1968 • 

.. Herman Joseph, "A Probation Department Treats Heroin Addicts," 
FEDERAL PROBATION, Vol. 37, 1973. 

2. Benjamin B. Woman, ed., Succe •• and Failure in PB1Jchocnalvsis 
and Pll1Ichotho""PV. 'New York~ The MacMillan Co., 1972. 

O. Frederick Fried, "Psychiatric Con~ultation and Adult Probation 
Cnse ldanagement," FllDllRAL PROBATION, July, 1973 . 

• 0 Herbert VOgt, "An Invitation to Group Counseling," FEDERAL 
~ROBATION, Vol. 85, 1971. 

.1 Ibid • 
•• G. Bateson, D. Jackson, J. Haley, and J. Weakland, "Toward 

a Theory of Schizophrenia," Beha'll. Sci. 1: 251-264. 

is a double agent, representing both the proba
tioner and the state ... "20 The complexities which 
arise due to this original situation are well illus
trated by current proposals of probation depart
ments to offer group. therapy to probationers. 
Vogt states that group sessions have becoffi8 more 
fervently advocated across the country and such 
meetings rely on openness and honesty.26 He con
tinues as follows: 

In some respects, it is like a kind of free discussion 
between good friends who want to take the time to heal' 
each other out and get each other's opinion .... Your 
group leader, a probation officer, acts as guide and 
moderator in the discussions . • •. Th~ group leader's 
attitude toward a probationer getting into unlawful 
activity or breaking the rules of probation would have 
to be the same whether he heard about it in the group 
or privately. On the other hand, he is not running 
the group to check up on anybody. He could do tha.t 
much more easily and quickly than by holding group 
meetings.27 

So what is the probation officer to do? Even if 
the officer were trained in group therapy, his legal 
position of agent for the state puts insurmount
able hardships on the development of therapeutic 
relationships. Probation department group ther
apy sessions create a double bind situation for the 
probationer.28 The leader says, "Tell me your 
problems in meeting the requirements of proba
tion. However, if your problems involve violations 
of the conditions of probation, I will need to 
follow procedural rules of action." What is the 
probationer going to talk about? The probation 
officer cannot discuss these problems with the pro
bationer. He cannot ask the probationer to be 
honest, open, and relate to him Eke '''a kind of free 
discussion between good friends." The situation 
is not one which is between good friends. It is a 
situation which is between a supervisor and the 
person who is being supervised. This provides no 
kind of assistance for the probationer to be able 
to comply with the conditions of the probationary 
period. If anything, it only introduces frustrating 
contradictions of expectations. 

Reconceptualization of Probation Officer 
Responsibility 

The literature bombards the probation officer 
with expectations and directives to widen his as
sumption of professional responsibilities even at 
times to an extent greater than his training per
mits. The present article proposes that a proba
tion officer, rather than assuming the role' of 
change agent, should adopt a model of "case 

i 
I I 

i 
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manager" which -is very well exemplified by an 
article authored by William Breer':w 

Mr. Breer is one of the very few authors who 
shows realistic recognition of his professional 
skills and limitations. He describes the case man
agement of an adolescent schizophrenic and em
phasizes that the optimal situation is to arrange 
for a mental health agency to car!'y out the burden 
of treatment emphasizing a j oint strategy with 
the probation officer and a division of professional 
roles. Breer does accurately note the paucity of 
professionals capable of dealing w1th such early 
developmental and severe problems. However, he 
never loses sight of his intervention as concep
tualized as a "bandage job," as he calls it, to sup
port the probationer until more long term healing 
care can be found. In the author's opinion, Breer's 
suggestions for such supportive care are knowl
edgeable, sensitive, realistic, and applicable. Few 
authors show such depth or range of competency 
with the complexity of psychological difficulties. 

The author proposes that probation officers 
follow the model of Mr. Breer as a "case man
ager." With his knowledge of community agencies 
and resources, the function of the probation officer 
could be· to make such possibilities available to 
the probationer. This includes areas of vocational 
training, vocational placement, residential living, 
and psychological assistance. Instead of doing the 
individual therapy work himself, the probation 
officer would conceptualize his job as finding a 
situation which would fill this need for the pro
bationer when indicated. Many officers have cer
tainly experienced the frustration of providing 
such optimal environmental conditions only to 
discover much lack of cooperation on the part of 
the probationer. There is 'little doubt that the case 
manager role involves much interpersonal skill 
and ability to understand complicated human situ
ations on the part of the officer. Consultation with 
mental health professionals might add clarifica
tion in some compljcated cases. 

The suggestion of consultation raises a final 
sober point in the discussion of the difficult job of 
the probation officer. One situation which seems to 
be frustrating to probation officers is the attempt 

20 William Breer, "Probation Supervision of the Schizophrenic Ado
lescent," FEDERAL PROBATION, Vol. 40, 1976. 

to work with mental health professionals, only to 
have such an attempt en(1 in disappointment. The 
officers frequently do not get the answers to ques
tions asked, and feel that the prof\~ssionals are 
evasive, superficial, and do not understand the 
core of the problems with which th~ judicial sys
tem has to deal on a daily basis. Much of this 
disappointment is certainly due to incompetency 
in the mental health profession, and this great 
lack cannot be denied, Yet also, some (If the disap
pointment must come from the lack of easy and 
quick answers. This feeling of lack of closure, the 
impatient feeling of "why don'i; they just come 
out and tell me hoW' tv do it," or ICtel! me what 
went wrong?" is a reaction most people exper
ience in the field of understanding psychological 
issues. The author believes the process of working 
through these disappointments by "following a 
case" until the answers become more Clear, is th\~ 
most beneficial, long..'lasting approach for the de
velopment of greater interpersonal skill and un
derstanding of psychological processes. Many 
organizations expect staff training to be completed 
(if at all pursued) in a small number of sessions 
that provide generalized rules of procedure. The 
search for quick simplistic answers to long
standing human problems many times leads to 
disappointing results. If consultation were estab
lished on an onguing basis, the probation officer 
would be able to follow the process of watching 
the answers to psycholog'ical questions mel'ge and 
would be able to develop skills in individualizing 
his view of the probationers rather that his being 
stuck with global generalities. Regardless of theo
retical orientation, short-term, simplistic attempts 
to answer questions concerning complex interper
sonal interactions is pound to be confusing, dis
appointing, and frustrating. 

The author believes the optimal situation for 
probation departments is to secure periodic or 
ongoing psychological consultation with profes
sional people who have the capacity to be genu
inely helpful in understanding and dealing with 
people. Such an arrangement allows the probation 
officer to develop his own interpersonal style of 
inter~ct~on in his professional sIJperviRory role 
as case manager. 

T HE probation officer must be sensitive to how he appears·~~2.his probationers 
because they react according to how they "read". the officer; not_ according 

to the impression the officer thinks he conveys. It is difficult to Ioilg'dec~Ive 
people about how we really feel toward them.-CLAUDE T. MANGRUM - -
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